view many other aspects of postwar British life. In this article I re-examine the actual record of the arts and the sciences in postwar British universities, and reinstate another perspectivelost amidst the nannying and muttering from within the Whitehall and Westminster bubblethe perspective of students and their parents, who seemed to have a rather different understanding of what a university education was for. The record will show that the humanities have had a rather better time of things than the moral panics of the chattering classes would suggest. In making this argument, it is not my intention to confirm -or even to address -the gloomy diagnoses of the alleged effects of the dominance of the humanities on economic performance. I share with David Edgerton and Jim Tomlinson the view that the 'two cultures' critique -along with declinism in general -was a very partial and a very polemical intervention in a contemporary debate.
1 Like them, I agree that the sciences were in a strong position in the immediate postwar period -and if anything got a little stronger through the 1960s -though not much stronger, despite the best efforts of polemicists and policymakers. This was because, in the longer term, broader social and cultural trends favoured non-science subjects, and in these conditions the humanities fared surprisingly well -with no obvious effects (for good or ill) on economic performance. Whether these relatively good times are set fair to continue is, however, another matter, which I will address in my conclusion.
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In 1930 the American educationalist Abraham Flexner produced an influential comparative study of British, American and German universities. In it he provided a picture of British universities that remained recognizable a generation later and to some extent still today. In contrast to the democratic American university and the elite professionalized German universities, the British universities offered a high-quality specialist education to elites like the Germans, but viewed their graduates more like the Americans, as liberally and not vocationally educated amateurs. The system was small and compact and academically intense -no sign of the 'academic orgy' of 'anything goes' that Flexner deplored in America -but wasteful of resources and 'not co-extensive with modern life -the life of a democratic society, involved in intellectual and industrial competition with all the rest of the world'. Flexner's generalizations assumed, to some extent correctly, that the British system (if that is the word for it) was modelled on the two ancient English universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, that retained the national authority that the American Ivy League had lost. This system comprised at the time of Flexner's writing ten newer English universities and one in Northern Ireland, mostly of very recent foundation, two federal Universities for London and Wales, five 'university colleges' that awarded degrees accredited by the University of London, and four ancient Scottish universities much smaller and more local in character than
Oxford and Cambridge, although like the other institutions increasingly modelling themselves on 'Oxbridge'.
The Oxbridge model which defined the public image of the university assumed that students would study a single subject full-time for three years, terminating in a 'single honours' B.A. degree. They would reside together, ideally in close proximity to their teachers, and would combine their studies with an equally rigorous course of extra-curricular activities, including religion, amateur sport, and related character-building avocations. Their studies would be overseen by a tutor -a member of academic staff who directed and taught them individually or in very small groups -and their characters by a 'moral tutor'. They would choose their single area of study not with a career directly in mind, but for the general intellectual and moral advantages of studying a subject (itself preferably a character-building subject) in great depth and in such close association with their elders.
This model hovered in the background of most mid-twentieth century discussions about the expansion of the system after the Second World War. Its high cost was seen necessarily to constrain the extent to which the system could expand, without sacrificing the high academic quality of its output. And the model was to some extent enforceable on the whole network by the oversight of the University Grants Committee (UGC), a government body set up after the First World War, which provided a growing share of universities'
income and thus had a growing say in their composition and ethos. The UGC itself had a gentlemanly cast, its membership larded heavily with Oxbridge grandees, usually chaired by a present or former Oxford 'head of house'.
In these circumstances, the expansion of numbers in higher education that Britain experienced along with nearly every other industrialized country immediately after 1945 was relatively limited both quantitatively and qualitatively. Britain experienced the bulge in numbers caused by accommodating servicemen returning from the war, and then another, less sharp and continuing expansion caused by demographic growth, growing access to secondary education (and the university entrance qualifications) and rising educational aspirations. Yet its student population as a share of the total population remained low by OECD standards.
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Before the war Britain had only 50,000 full-time university students, 1 per 1000 population, well behind its obvious comparators, and while those numbers quadrupled to 200,000 (4 per 1000) by 1960 Britain still lagged and between it and many of its comparators the gap was growing. This lag was not as yet much of a cause for concern. Slow growth was seen as a sign that standards of quality were being upheld. The UGC exercised a relatively light touch on the nature and extent of growth. It was thought that students and their parents were the best judge of who should study and what they should study; growth was thus read as a response to the supply of suitably-qualified applicants. It was the overall ethos that the UGC was most determined to maintain, in certain respects after the war driving the non-Oxbridge institutions to become more like Oxbridge, for example in urging them to provide more residential accommodation and lower staff-student ratios. 4 There has long been a general assumption that this system privileged the arts over the sciences, although interest in or concern about this bias has varied considerably over time.
Classics has been seen to be the ideal Oxbridge subject, for its combination of academic rigour and moral training, although historically Classics was the dominant subject only at Oxford, a place held by Mathematics at Cambridge. The intimacy of the individual or smallgroup tutorial seemed designed to generate humane enthusiasms -the cult of Greece in the late nineteenth century, 'practical criticism' in the early twentieth, 'ordinary language'
3 Student numbers as share of the population is a crude measure, but it is probably a more accurate one than various attempts to compare participation rates, as the ages at which students entered higher education varied substantially between systems. This measure probably underestimates the British lag as it may under-count part-time students and Britain had many fewer part-time students than other systems. philosophy in the mid-twentieth, 'history from below' in the later twentieth. Furthermore, the expense of these intensive teaching methods was seen to shackle opportunities for expansion of the system, therefore tending to freeze the arts-science balance in favour of the arts. The ideal-type professional destinations for graduates -the domestic and imperial civil services, the law, the clergy, or less professionalized forms of public service -have also been associated with the arts rather than sciences. While it was assumed that the ancient professions would naturally be recruited from the ancient universities, with their traditional humanistic biases, a lot of attention was focused then as now on the continuing hegemony of
Oxford and Cambridge in recruitment to the burgeoning domestic civil service -or at least to its elite -principally from graduates with History and Classics degrees.
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These casual assumptions were not, however, borne out by the actual student profile of universities even at mid-century. Since the early twentieth century, when degree subjects were proliferating, the picture had become more mixed. As the cultural prestige of Classics dimmed, a wide variety of subjects were claiming to provide the intellectual and moral training that had formerly been associated with Classics, and it was the 'single honours' degree rather than Classics per se that became the talisman. History and Law grew dramatically at Cambridge, but so did Engineering and the Natural Sciences. The newer 'civic' universities were anxious not to compete for Oxbridge-bound students and experimented with an even wider range of subjects, including 'applied' scientific and technological subjects aimed at local industry. By 1939 about 45% of university students were studying for degrees in arts subjects; the remainder were equally split between science and technology on the one hand, and medicine on the other. There was not a great deal of evidence of increasing or unsatisfied demand for university graduates from employers seeking specific technical expertise. As Leonard Schwarz has emphasized, most university graduates up to and beyond the Second World War found employment as teachers. In Schwarz's sample year of 1937-8, employment in schools accounted for 84% of male arts graduates and 88% of female arts graduates from
Birmingham, but also 54% of male science graduates and 90% of female science graduates.
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Most employers were at this stage only just coming to recognize the school-leaving qualification (School Certificate, taken at 16) as the crucial marker of quality, and were content to train their non-graduate employees themselves in whatever technical skills they needed. As the ranks of university graduates swelled in the 1960s, employers found that the pool available to them of skilled school-leavers was shrinking and began to recruit from amongst graduates instead, but they still showed no particular interest in science or technical degrees. British employers were said to be the most likely across Europe to advertise for graduate posts without specifying the kind of degree they were seeking. In any case the kinds of jobs into which graduates were moving in the postwar years -high-level clerical jobs in local government, social work and other welfare professions, the lower reaches of the legal profession, accountancy, teaching -rarely required advanced technical skills; still the single- This is not to say that there was no contemporary discourse favouring the sciences over the arts, for there was. Postwar governments of right and left were determined to restore Britain's industrial supremacy and saw the universities as an increasingly powerful tool to help achieve that. A series of government enquiries recommended the reinforcement of scientific, technical and industrial manpower, and the UGC rather prided itself on acting as an efficient conduit for communicating these 'national needs' to the universities without impairing their independence. Yet until the late 1950s these concerns were expressed sotto voce, and in practice no strong-arm methods were employed to force universities to shift their supply of courses in the direction of science and technology. Manpower needs were taken care of through expansion in total numbers rather than a change in the character of university education. As we have seen, this essentially demand-driven system did not shift much in the desired or predicted direction. The UGC noted this repeatedly, puzzled, perhaps uneasy, but not panicked. 11 That stance would change dramatically as the '50s drew to a close.
II
9 The impression that 'more students were studying the sciences' by 1960 is exaggerated by excluding medicine from the sciences total: Michael Sanderson, 'Higher Education in the Post-War Years', Contemporary Record 5 (1991), 418; Edgerton, Warfare State, 179. The proportions studying the humanities and the pure sciences remained very stable, while the proportions studying medicine fell and those studying technology rose. In the 1950s there was a swing to the sciences at A-Level and at university -A-Level passes in maths and science rose from 49% of the total to 55% in 1952-9, and the proportion of degrees in the sciences from 49% to 55% in dominant. 16 In a follow-up essay a few years later, Anderson specified more precisely what was wrong intellectually with the aristocratic framework -'the reactionary culture inculcated in universities and college' stemmed from a British disease of empiricism and antiintellectualism which prevented the normal, healthy development of a science of society (such as both 'classical sociology' and Marxism provided). The result was, indeed, the two cultures -on the one hand, the natural sciences, which tell us nothing at all about society, and on the other, the arts, which 'treat of humanity in society, but do not provide us with their concepts'. Thus Anderson's antidote was not, like Snow's, less humanities and more sciences, but rather less sciences and humanities and more social science. Anderson had some sympathy for English and History as subjects, but he thought them desperately impoverished by British empiricism (and its obverse, romanticism), and thus just as Snow did saw their current practice in Britain as obstacles to progress that needed to be swept aside.
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The alleged dominance of the humanities in British universities and its malign effects on progress and social justice were not only talking points for liberal and leftist intellectuals in these years; they also became the stuff of public policy. In February 1961 the Conservative government commissioned a major enquiry into the state and prospects of higher education, chaired by the LSE economist Lionel Robbins. The resulting report, which appeared in October 1963, is routinely hailed as a landmark of British higher education policy; the period of postwar expansion is normally referred to as 'the Robbins era', although as we have seen expansion was already well underway in the 1950s, and the new basis on which the continuing expansion of higher education was justified is termed the 'Robbins principles'. The principles themselves appeared rather bland. The UGC thought that the Robbins remit was to move universities from the demand-led system they had been operating to a longer-term responsiveness to 'national needs'. Yet Robbins' main principle for expansion was the demand-led principle that higher education should be 'available for all those who are qualified by ability and attainment to pursue them and who wish to do so'.
The bulk of the report was devoted to consideration of how the organization and funding of universities could be managed so as to accommodate the larger proportion of the population that it was expected would 'wish to do so'. Provision for 'skills demanding special training', 'sometimes ignored or undervalued', was given due but not inordinate weight; other, more traditional justifications for higher education, 'the advancement of learning', 'the transmission of a common culture', were restated; economic growth was validated but so was the production of 'cultivated men and women'. 'None of this implies a reduction…in the proportion of students taking arts subjects,' insisted Robbins. 'This we should view with concern…any decline or weakening in the study of the humanities would impoverish the intellectual and spiritual life of the country.' But most of all, partly for humanistic reasons and partly driven by Lord Robbins' own preference for market choices, it would remain students and their parents who would choose the direction of travel. Whatever they chose, the economy would not suffer. 'The majority of graduates will, we hope, be sufficiently versatile to be capable of varied employment.'
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Especially on the Left, critics complained that Robbins had set his sights too low.
Expansion was contemplated, but only up to the meagre levels of age-cohort participation that France had achieved. Although Robbins had called for less specialization at university level, the old straitjacket of the intensively-taught single honours degree in a residential university seemed to remain intact. New universities were planned but they looked like old universities. Fortunately for these critics, after its three successive defeats the Labour party won the General Election of 1964 and politicians who had been stoking the fires of 'declinism' and its indictment of the university system for years came to power. own degree-granting authority, the Council for National Academic Awards, so that they could expand and experiment outside the UGC straitjacket. The UGC got the message, publicly regretted that Robbins had not more overtly challenged the demand-led model, and now embraced the mission to plan expansion to meet 'national manpower needs' that had been assigned to it by the new government. 19 By the late 1960s it looked like the 'declinist' recipe for sweeping away the dominance of the humanities and substituting a modern, progressive system more oriented to science and technology was finally being adopted.
In these circumstances, no wonder some commentators spoke of a 'crisis in the humanities'. In a book under that title, edited by the Cambridge historian J.H. Plumb and published in 1964, Plumb announced that whereas in the old world higher education for the elite had comprised History, Classics, Literature and Divinity (admittedly 'with Mathematics'), in the modern world, with 'the rising tide of scientific and industrial societies, combined with the battering of two World Wars', the humanities had to 'either change the image that they present, adapt themselves to the needs of a society dominated by science and technology, or retreat into social triviality'. did not spell a crisis for the humanities, any more than the similar though more muted assumption in the 1950s that expansion would benefit science had done. essentially a demand-led system, the new demand was not for science and technology, but for certain elements in the humanities and, especially, 'social studies'. The UGC made some feeble attempts to interpret 'social studies' as a 'bridge' between the sciences and the humanities, but in fact they were much more humanistic than scientific in orientation -they included law and business studies and new disciplines such as cultural and media studies which owed more to literary criticism and history than to social sciences. the arts, not with the sciences, and the arts-science divide remained pretty much as it always had been, 46% arts vs. 54% science in 1967, with social studies now accounting for nearly half of the arts' share. As the boom in social studies continued, the balance began to shift against the sciences, such that by 1975 the balance was now pretty nearly 50-50 arts and sciences.
III
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The failure of government policy to shift the balance in favour of the sciences cannot, of course, be laid wholly or even largely to the waves of radical politics sweeping through the universities, which only ever affected a minority, though they also established a mood.
The diversification of the graduate labour market away from teaching accelerated in the 1960s and '70s, especially latterly when de-industrialization began to bite, and neither the new employers of graduate labour -local and central government, the professions, commerce -nor even industry, which was increasingly looking for management rather than scientific and technical skills, was in particular need of science and technology graduates. Insofar as subject choice had implications for career choice, 'social studies' was significant not only because it seemed exciting and 'relevant' but also because it seemed good preparation for careers in local government, social work, commerce and management. 25 The Dainton Report in February 1968 publicised a worrying swing away from science in the subject choices of Sixth Formers, that had begun in the early 1960s but showed no signs of abating, to the benefit not only of social studies but also music, drama and the visual arts.
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In certain circles the 'Dainton swing' was read to suggest that Britain was sinking ever deeper into the declinist mire. But the UGC showed remarkable good sense. It noted, 'This swing away from specialist science subjects in the sixth form, coupled with a growth in sixth form preferences for courses bridging the arts and science groups of subjects, was a 24 See Fig. 1 both the higher education system and the graduate-labour market were swinging demand factors even more firmly against science. 31 Not even Dainton and certainly not the UGC wished to challenge a demand-led system which seemed to meet the needs of both democracy and the market. 32 In this context, critique of the existing system began to focus less on the alleged dominance of the humanities and more on other attributes of the system, including early specialization and high cost, which were held to be constraining the universities' utility to the labour market. heavily subsidised, relatively elite. It provided correspondingly high levels of quality and high levels of success -the staff-student ratio in 1971-2 remained roughly where it had been in 1956-7 at 1:8, and while its age-participation rates were amongst the lowest in Europe its graduation rates were amongst the highest.
It was also a system in which the humanities thrived, certainly more than had been expected in the 1960s. Nine new universities had been created in the 1960s, nine CATs had been promoted to university status, and no fewer than 30 polytechnics were created between 31 Stewart, Higher Education, 278. Gender was cited as a factor in the OECD report, as was class, as the humanities were seen across Europe as more socially accessible than the high-prestige professional subjects such as medicine or law or, indeed, engineering. The outcome in the polytechnics, where most of the Robbins-era growth had taken place, was even more surprising, and misunderstood. The polytechnics were popularly seen to represent the 'white heat' of the technological revolution and the very word 'polytechnic' -which simply means 'many arts' -was taken to imply 'mechanical' or 'artisan' skills, an implication reinforced by the polytechnics' avowed vocational orientation, at a time when 'jobs' and 'technology' were widely but mistakenly seen as synonymous. design students were likely to be Trotskyists but because art students were. The subject split in the polytechnic sector at the end of the 1970s was by one estimate 34% technology/14% science/30% social science/22% arts -only mildly more scientific than the oldest universities, 'as might have been expected by any reader of the Dainton Report', in the words of one of the leading civil servants. Even this probably underestimates the presence of the humanities, as the polytechnics' vocational studies were notoriously hard to categorize; the polytechnic directors and other commentators put technology and science together at only around 35%, and an array of social, commercial, administrative, professional and educational courses together comprised 50%. 36 One of the strongest growth areas in the polytechnic sector was modern languages, seen at the time as a highly vocational subject and consonant with a forward-looking nation about to join the European Community; the polytechnics' contribution to language studies, often as part of area, media or cultural studies, kept the subject buoyant until the early 1990s. 37 Thus the idea that polytechnics' shift away from the sciences in this period was due to 'academic drift', as they sought to ape the universities, is doubly wrong: all parts of the higher-education sector were responding to a shift in student demand, and the polytechnics were responding to the very distinctive demands of their own constituency. Although the humanities flourished in the 1970s -especially compared to expectations to the contrary that had been cultivated by 'declinism' -the universities did not, any more than the rest of the public sector did in that economically troubled decade. It was not only the straitjacket of 'quality' that restricted the growth of higher education in these years, it was also severe pressure on the public finances and, perhaps most of all, a crisis of confidence in higher education more generally. Declining public confidence in higher education was evident in a sudden levelling-off of take-up first of A-Levels and then of higher-education places, such that the Robbins targets for the 1970s were not met, to general bewilderment. Student numbers stagnated, budgets were cut, and the universities looked ahead apprehensively to a 'baby bust', the downside to demographically-fuelled growth in European studies -in the 1980s it found itself tasked more sadly with consolidating and winding up departments that were surplus to requirements. In a series of 'subject reviews', while Asian and African studies won continued investment, Hispanic studies, Philosophy and Classics lost out -but then so did a host of small science subjects such as Earth Sciences and Mining Engineering. In fact it proved easier to shrink science staff, because they could turn more readily to the private-sector job market. 41 And Thatcher's market orientation actually encouraged the retention of the demand-led model that had always remained at the heart of higher education funding. A 1987 review of the UGC led by Lord Croham proclaimed, 'the pursuit of a general plan for higher education output is a chimera'. Croham pointed to a new model where the UGC would abjure subject-specific planning and simply disburse block grants to institutions, on the basis of 'selectivity' exercises which would apply efficiency and market tests to institutions. This model was duly adopted in 1989 when the UGC was replaced by a new set of higher-education funding councils. 42 Overall the humanities 39 This is a completely inadequate account of a very complicated situation; for an extended attempt at explaining the slump in higher education in the 1970s and '80s, see 'Educating the Nation II: Universities', Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, forthcoming 2015. 40 In Whitehall, both the Unit for Manpower Studies and (more predictably) the DES were very hostile to a return to 'manpower planning', while the Central Policy Review Staff were keenest; see M. competitors in access to higher education. 44 As economic growth recovered in the 1980s, there was a renewed concern that the UGC straitjacket might indeed be constraining it.
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Thatcher's core middle-class constituency was showing more appetite for getting a university education for its own children, and educators were showing more appetite for taking them on than the UGC straitjacket allowed. Advocates for expansion cleverly played on Thatcher's consumerism -if there was obvious student demand, and it could be catered for efficiently and along lines at least mimicking a free market, why should the State stand in the way? 46 Thus the government that had just presided over a run-down now ushered in the era of mass higher education. A sustained period of growth in the student population from the late 1980s through the 2000s meant that by this measure the UK not only achieved the long- These levels were achieved essentially within the more commercialized, demand-led system constructed by the Thatcher government during the run-down period. In 1992 the 'binary divide' between polytechnics and universities was erased; the polytechnics were rebadged as universities and both groups were put under a single funding regime. Both 'pre-1992' and 'post-1992' universities were encouraged to compete for much larger allocations of funded undergraduate places, based on their ability to attract applicants and to teach them more cheaply. The 'unit of resource' -public funds allocated to each individual studentfell by about one third in real terms until 1996, although after an initial period of further rundown the total public expenditure levels on higher education began to mount significantly from the early 1990s. The 'unit of resource' was already levelling off before the election of the New Labour government in 1997, after which it stabilized, and after New Labour introduced a student contribution (in the form of a tuition fee) in 1998 the 'unit of resource' from public funds and tuition fee combined had climbed back to early 1990s levels by 2009.
With an entirely new fee regime, transferring most public expenditure for university teaching to publicly-guaranteed student loans, the unit of resource is meant to climb further still, although now mostly deriving from the students rather than from government. However, the decline in the share of the sciences does not mean a rise in the share of the humanities, or even in the share of the 'arts', unless construed simply as anything but science. Just as the Robbins-era expansion witnessed a broadening of the portfolio of courses on offer -in that phase, a broadening primarily benefiting 'social studies', which could be construed broadly as the 'arts' -the post-1992 expansion (which was quantitatively much larger) saw a greater qualitative change in the nature of courses on offer. In this later phase it becomes harder to say who benefits, not least because it is harder to categorize courses.
Only some broad generalizations are possible.
'Social studies' has fallen well past its peak; in 1967 these subjects accounted for nearly 20% of all students, and in 2013 only 10%. The growth areas in the non-science subjects have been law and business, now accounting for nearly 20% (although many of these students would previously have been counted under 'social studies'). The share of the humanities has however held up well. The traditional humanities subjects -history, philosophy, languages and literatures -have been joined inside universities by new humanistic subjects -principally art and design, which continue to grow strongly -and by education and communications students for whom the humanities form a substantial part of their education. Depending on how you divide those education and communications students, about a quarter of all university students are today studying broadly humanistic subjects, a very similar proportion to that registered in 1967. 50 Even if we confine ourselves to the traditional humanities subjects -history, philosophy, languages and literature -we will find them holding steady today at just under 10% of the total. Is that a lot or a little? It's no less than the share these same subjects can claim in the U.S., just under 8%. 51 More pertinently, as a result of the rapid expansion in the university sector as a whole, the proportion of the population holding humanities degrees has of course expanded enormously.
Whereas 10,000 students in total were studying History in single or joint honours courses in the early 1980s, History degrees are awarded to 10,000 students a year today -a trebling of the number of History graduates that more or less parallels the trebling of the number of graduates in all subjects. As Schmidt shows, enrolments in traditional humanities subjects have held a level share of the total for the past 30 years. There had been a humanities boom in the 1960s, particularly among women, which then fell off sharply in the 1970s, but leaving the humanities not much worse off than they had been in the 1950s, and stable since the 1980s. Schmidt does not supply information on the social sciences, but a good guess would be that the U.S. humanities boom was equivalent to (and driven by some of the same motivations as) the U.K. social studies boom. 52 These statistics derive from a query to HEIDI (the Higher Education Information Database for Institutions), based on JACS Principal Subjects V1, V2 and V3 (History by period, area and topic). A consistent series can only be derived for 2002-10, as a different subject classification system prevailed previously. Thanks to Margot Finn and Natalie Snodgrass of the University of Warwick for making these HEIDI queries on my behalf and for explaining them to me.
polytechnics are seen to have lost their vocation and to have been sucked (just as the 'civics'
were generations before) into the Oxbridge vortex of single-honours degrees in impractical subjects. As I've tried to show, this elegy is based on a misunderstanding of what the polytechnics were about in the first place, but it probably also represents a misunderstanding of what has been driving student choice in the post-1992 expansion era.
First, the much-maligned single-honours degree continues to be recognized as providing the kind of intense intellectual training (regardless of subject) that parents and students value in its own right and British employers have accepted as a general mark of quality. As two of the fiercest critics of the single-honours degree have allowed, it is centred on the idea of an academic discipline: a coherent body of knowledge or range of subject matter that 'holds together' in proven ways as well as providing recognized methods of analysis. If successful, it trains the student in a particular way of thinking and provides him or her with an epistemology that has been legitimated by the wider intellectual community. It discourages superficiality and produces graduates with considerable knowledge and depth of understanding in their chosen fields.
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Many polytechnics sought to offer complex American-style course menus to new entrants during the post-1992 expansion, but they found applicants gravitating to the single-honours options, whether for reasons of familiarity or simplicity or indeed its acknowledged intellectual virtues. Employers, encouraged by policymakers, continued to talk loudly about 'transferable skills' but equally continued to solicit graduate applicants generically rather than graduates in particular subjects. In this context, a single-honours humanities degree looked as promising an option as any other subject.
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Second, as its stable market share suggests, a humanities degree continued to appeal to prospective students and employers alike, even as the size and nature of the student cohort extended well beyond its traditional elite redoubts. This fact has been obscured somewhat by the ebb-and-flow of humanities students between the pre-1992 and the post-1992 sectors. The post-1992 universities immediately saw the continuing appeal of traditional humanities subjects such as English and History. Initially they tried aggressively to compete with the pre-1992 universities by offering single as well as combined-honours programmes in these subjects, especially amongst the social groups entering higher education for the first time, who often bore school-leaving exam results below the levels that the pre-1992 universities had habitually accepted. However, over time, as the pre-1992 universities were also looking to expand, and as continuously improving exam performance put larger proportions of applicants within their catchment area, it was in fact the pre-1992 universities who soaked up much of the surging demand for arts degrees, including in the traditional humanities subjects.
The post-1992 universities' expansion therefore drew more largely on the more vocational courses with which they were popularly associated, not in technology but in business, communications and creative arts. Again the continuing rise in the proportion of women in higher education, now at 57%, reflecting their greater participation in the labour market, surely had a great effect on the mix of subject choices in both pre-and post-1992 sectors.
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Since 1998 with the introduction of student-paid tuition fees, and most especially from 2012 with the trebling of student-paid tuition fees, students are being ever more strenuously encouraged to think vocationally about their subject choice. Given the incessant drumbeat of advice to students from parents, policymakers and often from pundits purporting to speak for employers, to get them to think 'practically', the continuing vitality of the supposedly unpractical humanities subjects remains impressive, including amongst non-elite entrants. In the tuition-fee era, since 1998, the absolute numbers of humanities degrees continued to increase and, as we have seen, their relative share remained stable, even slightly improved, as compared to the sciences.
